
Har Dil Mein Samvidhaan Campaign, Jharkhand Chapter 

 

The campaign- “Har Dil Mein Samvidhaan” was initiated in the state on 23rd January, 

2023. It is a year wide national campaign to generate awareness amongst the citizens 

about our Constitution. This campaign was initiated in the schools, colleges, various 

Civil Society Organizations and public forums across all districts so that people are able 
to build their understanding and develop interest about our Constitution. 

Under this campaign 50 CSOs under the ageis of Jharkhand CSO Forum performed 

various activities like reading the Preamble in individual capacity, in groups, conducting 

discussions on the concepts and thoughts engrained in Constitution with students from 

schools and colleges across Jharkhand. Videos and audios of these activities were 

shared in public and various social media sites. The people at Panchayat level and even 

SHG members are actively participating in these events and the Gram Sabha is really 

active to execute these activities in its domain. These ideologies have been the guiding 

and the governing principles on which people built their aspirations and found strength 

to cope with difficulties and uncertainties. Even the Civil Society Organizations dis 
utmost to ensure the rights and dignity of the communities in this respect. 

As we shall be commemorating 75th year of our Constitution in 2024, this event is an 

extension to the same and shall be carried out during the entire year. The campaign is 

being carried out across the nation paying tribute to our rich heritage and Constitution 

all the Preamble is read in different local languages of the country as a tribute and 

respect. The main idea hidden here is that our Constitution is not just an official 

document but a pool of strength and rights that an individual hold being an Indian 

citizen. The campaign will take place in three phases. Phase 1:  15th - 26th January, 2023, 

2nd phase: 15th - 26th November, 2023 and the last phase: 10th Dec 2023 -  26th January, 

2024.  

 


